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RMJM RED has completed the construction of The Shenzhen Bay
Innovation and Technology Centre in the heart of Shenzhen,
China and received a 5-star recognition in the category for the
Best Commercial High Rise Architecture in the prestigious Asia
Pacific Property Awards 2022-2023.
Located in the heart of Shenzhen’s High-Tech Park of Nanshan district, The
Shenzhen Bay Innovation and Technology Centre has been designed as a
national model for future developments. This complex spans over an area of
39,869 m2, consisting of research & development offices, serviced apartments
and supporting commercial services and facilities. A total of 381,529 m2 of GFA
is provided to accommodate various programs within this pioneering project.
The complex is made up of a total of 5 towers, two of which are high-rise R&D
offices, rising at 320 metres (71 storeys) and 246.6 (54 storeys) metres. These
towers are connected by two distinctive 3-storey volumes at different heights,
providing ancillary programs and services to the office users and visitors alike.
The other 3 towers house serviced apartments, rising at 150 metres (45 storeys),
120 metres (37 storeys) and 106 metres (30 storeys), respectively. The 4-storey
basement has a total area of 159,476 m2- allowing an active retail scene at level
B1, and providing 1,560 parking spaces through to level B4.
The heights of the towers increase in a spiral from south-west, south-east, northeast to north-west, ending with the tallest building in the north-west corner.
Aside from these aesthetic design choices, environmental factors were also fully
considered in the design of the towers’ façades. The use of tinted dark blue-grey
glass in the upper area of the towers reduces heat gain in the summer and heat
loss in the winter. The building provides optimal interior lighting conditions
through its façade design which responds directly to external conditions.
The overall form of the complex is an abstraction of the characteristics of the
site’s surroundings, extracted from the idea of progression and the rapid
development trajectory of the Shenzhen area.
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About RMJM
Founded by Sir Robert Matthew and Stirrat Johnson-Marshall in 1956, RMJM
Group is one of the largest, most geographically and culturally diverse
architecture firms in the world. With studios across five continents, the RMJM
family can share knowledge, expertise and design talent, enabling them to think
quicker and act faster. Working stronger together, they are global enough to
make a difference while still being local enough to be personal. Through their
shared vision of success, RMJM has spent more than 60 years creating a legacy
of world-class design.
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